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Recently, there have been exploratory growth in the research of wireless sensor network due to wide applications like health monitoring, environment monitoring, and urban traffic management. Sensor network applications have been used in habitat monitoring, border monitoring, health care, and military surveillance. In some applications, the security of these networks is very essential and need robust support. For a network, it is very important that node in the network trust each other and malicious node should be discarded. Cryptography techniques are normally used to secure the networks. Key plays a very important role in network security. Other aspects of security such as integrity, authentication, and confidentiality also depend on keys. In wireless sensor network, it is very difficult to manage the keys as this includes distribution of key, generation of new session key as per requirements, and renewal or revoke the keys in case of attacks. In this paper, we proposed a scalable and storage efficient key management scheme (SSEKMS) for wireless sensor networks that establish the three types of keys for the network: a network key that is shared by all the nodes in the network, a cluster key shared for a cluster, and pairwise key for each pair of nodes. We analysed the resiliency of the scheme (that is the probability of key compromise against the node capture) and compared it with other existing schemes. SSEKMS is a dynamic key management system that also supports the inclusion of the new node and refreshes the keys as per requirements.

1. Introduction

Sensor networks are very popular for collecting information and monitoring activities in hostile areas. In sensor networks, small sensors collect the data like humidity, temperature, pressure, and movements from physical environment. Through a gateway, this information is sent to the sink [1]. A large number of sensors are implemented, and in account of its wireless nature, they easily work in different environmental conditions. Sensors may be deployed in a random manor so it is important to deploy them carefully. If there are a less number of nodes in the area, it may lead to the unattended area or less connectivity of network, and if more nodes are deployed, there will be high traffic in the network and high collision rate of interference between packets. While sending the information to the base station, the security of data is very important and should be implemented properly.

To implement the security for this network is a challenging task [2]. Key management is a part of the security technique for a network. The main objective of key management in a sensor network is to maintain the integrity of messages between the communication parties and help to authenticate the nodes in the network. Other than this, the key scheme should be able to deal with node compromise issues and maintain the resiliency of the network against node capture. It should also have a strong node authentication mechanism [3]. These requirements are very important because most of the attacks on wireless sensor networks involve either an inside compromise node or an unauthorized outsider node. In addition, there are other factors as energy and number of messages required for key setup process, scalability, and storage requirement [4]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the security of wireless sensor network and the need of key management and classification.
of key management. In Section 3, we have a literature survey of key management schemes for sensor network. Sections 4 and 5 have a network model proposed scheme followed by security analysis of presented work and conclusion at last.


There is no continuous energy source which powers the sensor nodes. Therefore, proposing energy efficient schemes, which enhance the network lifetime, is another major concern in sensor networks [5]. We proposed a novel storage efficient scheme for enhancing the security and the network lifetime of WSNs. In most of the research on wireless sensor network, security issues are divided into many categories including cryptography, location security, secure routing, secure data aggregation, and secure data fusion [6]. Securing a WSN is a challenging task. Many WSN attacks have been identified by researches which fall under these categories: (i) to manage the keys is an important task to implement and maintain the security of sensor network. Keys are used to encrypt and decrypt the data before sending and receiving. Key can be public and private but it is very important that it must be safe. Public key is known to all but it must be verified that a public key belongs to a legitimate user. Keys are essential to provide authentication, confidentiality, and integrity. Key management is used to allocate and manage keys between network nodes and allows the revocation, updating, and destruction of keys. (ii) Security of routing and routing protocol is also an issue in WSNs. Most of the attacks in network layer make use of authentication loopholes to disturb the processing of message routing [7, 8]. As a result, messages are unable to reach the destination. There are external attackers and internal attacker threats to the routing in WSNs [9]. It is very difficult to identify a compromised internal node because it can generate unauthenticated packets. (iii) To prevent the different attacks on the network like denial-of-service is the next issue. DoS is an organized attack that prevents the user to access the service. It can also increase the delay to access a service. These types of attacks are also very difficult to prevent as data is coming from many sources [10].

2.1. Key Management and Its Need. The distribution of keys is one of the basic problems when security is implemented in WSN. Key management is defined as the set of procedures and techniques to distribute, maintain, and establishment of private key between communication parties [11]. It also includes refresh or update the keys of compromised nodes. It also must maintain forward and backward secrecy. The key management schemes should satisfy the following three groups of metrics [12] which are security, efficiency, and flexibility. If assigned same key for every node and a node is compromised or captured by adversary, it will reveal the key for whole network, and if every node has a different key, then it is very difficult to manage all keys because there are a very big number of node. In case of pool key distribution, if the node has less number of keys, it will create the problem of network connectivity, and to give more number of key to every node, it decreases the resiliency of the network. Public key cryptography usually has the disadvantage of huge resources in demand [13]. Some of the basic requirements of the key are

(i) Public key is very inefficient because it consumes more computation power

(ii) In case of symmetric key approach the main disadvantage is that compromising one node leads to the compromising of entire network

(iii) A predistribution approach requires that pairwise keys are preloaded and then deployed the nodes in the target area. In this approach, every pair has the shared key but this is not found to be suitable for large networks

(iv) There are a number of probabilistic schemes that have some probability of connectivity. In probabilistic scheme, a set of keys are assigned to every node from a large pool of keys and then the probability that two nodes share a common key that can be used as secret key between nodes. To find a compromise between the number of keys assign to each node and total number of keys in key pool is a challenge for large network. A smaller key pool decreases the resilience against node capture attacks while the bigger one reduces the connectivity between nodes because of the reduced probability of share a common key [14]

(v) One challenge in key management is that if a new sensor node joins the network, then, it is difficult in key predistribution case. If it joins the network after key establishment phase, we have to repeat the process

2.2. Types of Key Managements. Many key management techniques have been proposed for WSNs in recent years that can be categorized on different bases like symmetric cryptography or asymmetric cryptography, and other bases are pairwise or GroupWise, centralized or distributed, and dynamic or static [15]. Figure 1 represents the classification of various key management schemes. Various categories of key management are found in literature survey for WSN key management schemes are as follows:

(1) Based on whether to assign pairwise keys or group-wise keys

(a) Pair-wise key schemes vs (b) Group-wise key schemes

(2) Based on whether keys in the nodes are updated or not in network lifetime

(a) Static schemes vs. (b) dynamic schemes

(3) Depend upon the location is known to node or not

(a) Location-dependent vs. (b) location-independent

(4) Based on cryptography techniques
(a) Symmetric key scheme vs. (b) asymmetric key scheme

(5) Based on whether the responsibility of key management has been assigned to multiple nodes or a single node

(a) Centralized schemes vs. (b) distributed schemes

(6) Based on memory uses

(a) Storage efficient vs. (b) storage inefficient

2.3. Research Gap. All the schemes for key management proposed in the literature consider the most of the requirements of key management but there is no scheme that considers all the aspects. All the key management schemes previously proposed are lacking in any of area resiliency, single point failure, or scalability. There are three main problems found that must be fulfilled by any key management structure:

Single point failure: scheme must be distributed and the responsibility must be divided to different nodes.

Single key vs. resiliency: if system operates on a single key or a set of keys, it normally does not provide good resiliency against node capture.

Scalability: scalability has been a major challenge for WSN as it consists of a huge number of small sensors. As the number of nodes increases old schemes do not provide support for scalability. In addition to these other challenges include storage efficiency, less energy consumption, and dynamic [16] to support change in network topology.

3. Related Work

Security issues in wireless sensor network achieve a good attention because of its different application [17]. Key management is a fundamental requirement for security of WSN [18, 19]. In this section, we provide work related to manage the keys in sensor network. One of the first key predistribution scheme given by Eschenauer and Gligor known as the E-G scheme [20]. E-G scheme uses the concept of predistribution of keys as a number of keys are preloaded in every node from a common pool of keys. Every node takes a key ring of size \( m \) from a big key ring pool of size \( s \). The values of \( m \) and \( s \) follow the condition \( m << s \) means \( m \) is very small compare to \( s \). After deployment of sensor node, every node tries to find the common key to every neighbours. If a common key is found between nodes, that key is used as a secure symmetric key. If a common key not found, then, a new key discovery phase started the try to establish the path key using neighbour node. A path key can be established between two nodes if they share the key with third neighbour node. This scheme is very storage efficient and less complex if the values of \( m \) and \( s \) are chosen carefully. This key management with low processing and storage and complexity requirements is easy to achieve. In this scheme, security is not very good, and connectivity is very poor. It is based on some probability that lies the sharing of common key between nodes.

A new \( q \)-composite key scheme which is the extinction of E-G scheme is proposed by Chan et al. [21], says that two nodes can only communicate if they have at least \( q \) key common between them, i.e., node must share at-least \( q \) keys to communicate. The problem in this scheme is the connectivity as the probability of shared key is reduced. Also, the problem with scheme is if a few nodes compromise the whole network is no thread [22]. Bloom gives a scheme that establishes pairwise keys between nodes. This scheme uses a matrix row and column and by sharing the row and column node can compute common key. The major problem with this scheme is scalability, and matrix is prepared before deployment of node and depends on number of nodes. After deployment, the addition of new node and assignment of keys to new node is not possible. Also, for refreshing the keys, new matrix is needed [23]. These types of key schemes work for homogeneous sensor network that has the same types of node and
does not work for heterogeneous network. If an application requires high level of security; then, these schemes cannot be used as they have various bottleneck in their applications [24]. Therefore, it is of great importance to design an effective key management scheme for homogeneous network as well as heterogeneous sensor network by using the heterogeneity properties [25]. In 2005, Du et al. present a key scheme for pairwise key establishment [26]. This scheme combine the works of the E-G scheme and Blom’s work [27] by using the same mechanism as the E-G scheme [20] except the use of individual keys. It uses the key matrix for each node that is distributed randomly. This process is based on symmetric matrix multiplication, in which \( f(i, j) \) is deployment on \( f(j, i) \).

By sending, their identity or partial secret information node can calculate secret common key. Because the scheme preloads the secret information in node in the form of a matrix so this scheme is not supported to at a new node at later stage after deployment. This scheme is not scalable as it is compulsory to create the matrix by number of nodes. Once the matrix is created, it is not possible to add a new entry to the matrix.

A key protocol for the cluster-based network is introduced by Zhu et al.’s LEAP the localized encryption and authentication protocol [28] which is based on a mixed approach and establish the key for every pair of node and a group key for clustered sensor network. This protocol also provides a key that is shared by all the nodes. So for a sensor network, LEAP protocol provides four types of keys that are individual key, pairwise key, group key, and cluster key. Cluster key is the key shared by all the nodes in a cluster, whereas group key is used by sink node to broadcast a secret message to all nodes in the network. Every sensor node can communicate to sink secretly with the help of an individual key that is unique for each node. In this scheme, \( \mu \)TESLA authentication protocol [21] is used to authenticate a node when a message is broadcast by sink. \( \mu \)TESLA is a \( \mu \)Timed Efficient Streaming Loss-tolerant Authentication Protocol used in a broadcast authentication. Leap provides a very good security but it is not storage efficient as it takes a large memory to store the different keys. Also, there is a network key that is deleted after the establishment of a different key, but if at an early stage this key is compromised, every other generated key is known to the adversary.

In 2006, the SHELL protocol is proposed by Tuah et al. [29]. It is location aware and Scalable, Hierarchical, Efficient, and Light-weight (SHELL) protocol that takes the advantage of location awareness of a sensor node. LEAP is a location-based key management protocol, and keys are assigned to node depending on location of each node. This protocol also used multiple types of keys the same as LEAP. There is a key distributor entity for each cluster that has the responsibility for assign the key for each node in the cluster. This scheme has a better resiliency against node capture, but if the key distributor entity captured all the keys in the node revealed, so this protocol has a big drawback as single point failure. The main advantage of the SHELL protocol is high resiliency against node capture. If nodes are deployed randomly, either node has some mechanism to track its location; otherwise, this protocol does not work as it is a location-based protocol.

In 2006, Panja et al. [30] introduced a hierarchical group keying scheme using the Tree-based Group Diffie-Hellman (TGDH) protocol. This is a tree-based protocol, and each key used by the cluster head is made by partial keys of member nodes. This scheme provides an efficient mechanism for rekeying, but as the number of level increases a very high computation required, so this scheme works best for the heterogeneous network with increasing computation power and memory. Adding or removing a node is also a very efficient and simple task as keys are breaking into smaller components.

Das and Sengupta [31] proposed a scheme for a large-scale sensor network key establishment scheme. This scheme is a deterministic scheme and has fixed connectivity and depends on the topology of the hierarchical wireless sensor networks. Although, the storage requirement and computational overhead for this scheme depend on \( t \)-degree polynomial, which is a complex process and consume maximum energy. This scheme is very good to establish pairwise key between the neighbours using the same symmetric bivariate polynomials over a finite field.

In 2013, Bechkit et al. propose a new type of Hash-Chain-based key schemes for WSN that uses hash chain to generate new keys [13]. This scheme also needs key predistribution to nodes before deployment. After deployment, new keys are generated using a hash function stored in the nodes. In 2015, Zhang and Wang present a new key management scheme SEHKM that uses the concept of assistant node [32].

Many key schemes for hierarchical sensor network schemes have been proposed in recent years. Zhang and Wang [32] gave SEHKM a secure efficient hierarchical key management scheme. This scheme depends on the Diffie-Hellman key algorithm but it is not scalable as more computation is required for key computation. This scheme is inspired for given less computation and overhead. Messai et al. [33, 34] proposed EAHKM for clustered sensor network, and it is a hierarchical key scheme for clustered sensor network. This scheme is also energy efficient but work only for hierarchical network and does not provide pairwise keys between nodes. The cluster head shared the key with member nodes and not with the other cluster heads. A sequence-based key management scheme is also provided by Messai et al. that uses a sequence number and a not coherent function to generate new keys. It is a series-based key management scheme. In this technique, a big number of partial keys are used which has more storage and communication overhead used by each node.

### 4. Network Model

The following properties are assumed in regard to the WSN model used in our research, each sensor node has a unique identifier, and all sensor nodes are of the same capability other than base station related to memory, processing unit, and spleen and sensing capabilities. The base station has higher capabilities than others and can communicate using higher range. The sensor node and BS are static after deployment and unaware of their location after deployment and communication is symmetric. If a node \( s_i \) can listen to \( s_j \),
then, sj is also able to listen si and may use multihop communication. The attacker is assumed to be intelligent and has limited potential. Before taking the full control of network, attacker captures some node and remains invisible. Security scheme must be such that if the behavior of any node is malicious then the key must be renewed from the network. Table 1 represents the notations of various network parameters.

### 5. Proposed Work

We proposed a decentralized scheme for homogeneous cluster-based architecture. All the key management previously proposed are lacking in any of area resiliency, single-point failure, or scalability. Our scheme is distributed, and there in no single point failure. The resiliency of the scheme is also very good as a set of keys is used by different nodes. Our scheme also supports scalability, and it is storage efficient and also consumes less energy. This is also dynamic and shows the extensibility as system topology change. In the proposed scheme, the base station has infinite memory and processing speed, and all sensor nodes are homogeneous and have the same memory and processing speed.

#### 5.1. Key Chain.

In our scheme, as shown in Figure 2, we have used the key chain as discussed in [13]. In this method, the base station has a key pool that consists of P noncolliding hash chain of L length and in a single chain every value is considered as potential key. In a chain, the next key is generated by taking the hash of the previous key.

BS randomly selects m chain and assigns m keys to each node before deployment. The key can be hashed at any number of time \( l(0 \leq l \leq L) \). This process is divided into three phases as key predistribution and cluster formation, session key and cluster key generation, and refresh of keys after interval on demand. Two nodes can communicate to each other if they share the keychain.

For renewal of the key or regenerate the key for new node, a sequence number is also used. Sequence-based key generation is used to generate the keys for those nodes who are not able to find a common key. Each node also has a seed value or first term and a mathematical formula of a sequence. A numerical sequence like \( (u_0, u_2, u_3, \cdots) \) is a list of numbers generated for a series. It is a discrete function that, for any integer \( n \), associates a number, denoted \( un \). A recursive formula is used to generate the next term that is used as key.

#### 5.2. Key Predistribution and Initialization of Nodes.

Whenever setting up a sensor network, various operations need to be performed before and after the network starts its function. The initial network phase has to generate a hash function and hash chain key pool and also generate a nonconvergent recursive formula. Before randomly deployed the sensor network every node is preloaded with three information: a hash chain, first term of sequence, and a recursive function. Hash chain is used to setup a pairwise key to every node, but as key setup using key predistribution, it is a probabilistic scheme and does not guarantees every pair shares a common key. If the key is not found between nodes, sequence number and recursive function are used to generate the common key. This phase involves the initialization of node parameters such as node identifiers, transmission range, and keying material. In this phase, all the network nodes are assigned unique identifiers. In addition, each node is assigned m keys \( (m||P) \) from big key pool \( P \) and a number \( u0 \) that tells how many times the key is hashed. A recursive formula is also stored in sensor. Once nodes are initialized, they will be deployed randomly into their target area which they need to monitor.

#### 5.3. Key Setup.

After randomly stored, every node sent their id and key chain id to all the neighbour node. If any keys chain matches in both the nodes, they setup the shared keys if no key chain match they use seed value and stored function to generate common key. To generate a common key by using seed value and function, the two nodes send their id and a random number nonce to each other. To maintain the integrity of message, the hash value of the message is also sent. The hash of the message is taken by \( u0 \) times. So a node \( S_i \) sends the message \( S_i || N_i || H_{u0}(S_i || N_i) \), where \( N_i \) is the nonce generated by \( S_i \), and \( u0 \) is the first term of nonconvergent formula stored in node \( S_i \). \( H \) is the one way hash function. After receiving the message, node \( S_j \) generates the secret key by the following process:

(i) Node \( S_j \) generates a nonce \( N_j \) and send the message \( S_j || N_j || H_{u0}(S_j || N_j) \) to \( S_j \).

(ii) Node \( S_j \) generate a nonce \( N_j \) and send the message \( S_j || N_j || H_{u0}(S_j || N_j) \) to \( S_j \).
(iii) After receiving the message $S_i$ and $S_j$, computes the $u_{Ni}$ and $u_{Nj}$ and generates the common key $(u_{Ni} \parallel u_{Nj} \parallel S_i \parallel S_j)$.

After setup, the pairwise key between every pair of node, a node can send the message to each other using the pairwise key. If the node wants to communicate with the base station, it can use any key of combination of keys and send message and id of keys so that base can use the key to decrypt the message. Once pairwise keys setup all the keys stored, the node is hashed by one more time and this has the same effect as keys are deleted from memory. In this phase node also select cluster head on the bases of node weight that difficult using minimum distance and maximum energy. After election of CH, it generates the group key or cluster key and distributes among the member nodes [29].

5.4. Key Renewal. To increase the life time of network, it is necessary to change the cluster head or change in the topology of network or cluster head is changed key refresh is required. If some node is capture than to isolate the node, we have to change the keys stored in that node. There are different processes to refresh the keys of member node or add a new node in the network. A cluster head refreshes the key any time or as per requirements. For this purpose, CH generates a new group key and distributes among the group nodes encrypted by pairwise key.

5.4.1. If a New Node Is Added to the System. After a long period of time, some node may lose all energy and stop working. New sensor nodes must be added or replace the previous dead node. Our scheme is exible to the addition of new sensor nodes in the network or replace an old node from network and maintain the key of new node. By using the SSEKMS, newly added node is able to share the common key with old node in the network that are previously deployed and neighbours of new node. If a new node is added in the network or replace the old node a set of keys from key pool is loaded to the node and deployed in the field. As base station has the id of the node and list ok key that are loaded in the node it can assign the same key in case of node replacement or give a new set of key in case of new node is added. This node tries to find a common key with neighbour node. If a common key is found between nodes, that key is used as pairwise key, and if no key is found, sequence number and function is used to generate the shared key with neighbours.

5.4.2. Key Refresh for the Node. Whenever any node is compromise or the role of node is change and there is a change in network topology, BS can initiate the key refresh phase. Key can be refreshed for a specific node or for all nodes in the network. Whenever the keys of a specific node is refreshed, a new value of $u_0$ is sent to node by base station, and this initial term is used to generate the new keys by using Algorithm 1. To refresh the keys for all node in the network base station initiate the key refresh process send a broadcast a message in the network. This message contains the level of node and energy of node and id of the node. Upon receiving of the message every node reset the initial value $u_0$ according the level of node and execute Algorithm 1 to reset the key. In every round of key refresh, the value of level is start from max value of key chain length.

6. Performance Evaluation

We use the mathematical analysis and simulation process to evaluate the different parameters of our scheme. A theoretical analysis is done to evaluate the parameters, connectivity, storage overhead, and resiliency against node capture. Connectivity of network is given by, that two nodes within the range of each other can send the secure message to each other.
other, i.e., they have a shared secret key. Storage overhead and computation overhead are given how much storage and computation power required to perform the operations. Resiliency is also the crucial parameter to check the impact of node capture. A simulation study of scheme is done in NS3 and compares the energy consumed by node or overall network compare to other schemes as shown in Table 2. We implement the scheme NS3 simulator with the following parameters number of nodes 50 to 500 in the area of 300 × 300 meters with transmission range Tx Range 20DB and a Key pool 1000 key in which 50 keys are assigns to every node.

6.1. Safety Analysis. Sensor networks are also used in far flung areas and deployed in unattended areas to sense various parameters and collect data. So, wireless sensor networks are more prone to various attacks. Two famous attacks are replay attack and node replication. Our scheme is resistant to these attacks, and also resiliency is check against node capture. Resiliency is the probability to reveal the key if node is captured zero resiliency and keys are deleted.

Node replication attack: in node replication, an enemy deploys his own controlled sensor and disturbs the network traffic. For node authentication purpose adversary physically captures a sensor node and extracts all information from sensor. The secret credential stored in node is unveiled to adversary and if adversary captures a large number of nodes many key will be revealed. So key management scheme must be resilient against node capture [35]. To avoid this attack, we deploy different key and key id in every node and base station have id of every allocated key. To apply this attack adversary must have all the keys and can be assign different set of keys to each node.

Replay attack: an active attacker who eavesdrop a valid message between the sender and receiver and send this message at a later time is known as playback attack or replay attack. This can be avoided by time stamp on every message. Every message includes the nonce and a timestamp values and encrypted by the shared key. Receiving node checks the timestamp and nonce value after decryption of message. Receiving node may reject the massage if timestamp is not valid.

6.2. Connectivity. When key setup is completed, a connected graph is created. Two nodes consider as connected if they have a one common key or q common key for q-composite scheme [21]. If every pair in the network has shared key, it is considered as 100 percent connectivity. For probabilistic scheme, connectivity is computed as the probability that every pair in the network shared a key. In case of q-composite scheme, each pair must share at least q key so more keys required to increase the connectivity of network. It may increase the resiliency of network but also increase the computation of node and traffic in the network and bandwidth required for message exchange. In the E-G scheme, the probability $P_s$ of sharing at least one key [36] is given by $1 - P$ (node do not share any key) is same as

$$P_s = 1 - \left(1 - \binom{P}{m}\right)^m = 1 - \binom{P-m}{m} \left(\frac{m}{P}\right)^m,$$

(1)

Where $m$ keys are selected from a pool of $P$ keys, as shown in Figure 3. For q-composite where node share at least

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key refresh</th>
<th>Node addition</th>
<th>Location based</th>
<th>Memory efficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KMP</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKMM</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAHKM+</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSEKMS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparisons of various schemes.

**Algorithm 2:** Algorithm to maintain the keys of newly added node.

1. BS initiate key refresh by broadcast message BS->M[ Hello, BS, Lavel=0, Energy=∞ ]
2. All the sensor node receiving the message set $u_0=L$ and forward the message by increasing the level and setting their id and energy level.
3. After setting up the value of $u_0$ all node execute algorithm 1
4. Node chose the cluster head as per weightage of nodes

**Algorithm 3:** Refresh the key of node.

1. BS initiate key refresh by broadcast message BS->M[ Hello, BS, Lavel=0, Energy=∞ ]
2. All the sensor node receiving the message set $u_0=L$ and forward the message by increasing the level and setting their id and energy level.
3. After setting up the value of $u_0$ all node execute algorithm 1
4. Node chose the cluster head as per weightage of nodes
q keys \(P_r\) is given by \(1 - P\) (node share keys less than \(q\)). The
probability the node share exactly \(i\) keys is given by equation
\[
P_{\text{SharedExactly}}(i) = \binom{P}{i} \binom{P-i}{m-i} \binom{2(m-i)}{m-i},
\]
and \(P_r\), the probability of shared at least \(q\) keys \(P_r\), is given by
\[
P_r = 1 - \left( P(0) + P(1) + \cdots + P(q-1) \right). \tag{3}
\]
In our scheme, the probability that every pair of node shared one key is 100 percent as if common key is not found for any pair they can generate the key using seed and function stored in node.

6.3. Communication and Storage Overhead. Sensor node usually has limited memory, around 10 KB [37]. Hence, storing a large number of keys is not desirable. Although storing more number of keys in node increase connectivity of network but it also increase the probability of more key compromise if a node is capture. In over scheme node store only 10 to 20 keys and when common key establish keys are stored that have the same effect of key deleted. Other than this, node also stores a variable \(n\) and hash function that take negligible space but more secure the network.

6.4. Resiliency of Scheme for Key Compromise. Two important requirements of key management scheme are node authentication and resiliency of scheme. Resiliency is defined as probability of key revealed when a certain part or network is compromised. According to analysis given in [38], when two nodes have the key from same chain, they can share the key with probability \((2i-1)/L2\). For a given key chain, the probability that \(i\)th key compromised is \((m/P) * (i/L)\). If this chain is compromised, the probability \(P_{\text{ChainComp}}\) is given by:
\[
P_{\text{ChainComp}} = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \left( \frac{2i-1}{L^2} \right) \left( 1 - \left( \frac{m}{P} \right)^x \right). \tag{4}
\]
If a chain is compromised than the fraction of link that uses the chain is given by the ratio of number of links uses that chain to total link establish. So the probability of link compromise is given by:
\[
P_{\text{LinkComp}} = \sum_{i=q}^{m} \left( P_{\text{ChainComp}} \right)^i \frac{P_{\text{Shared(i)}}}{P_{\text{LinkStablish}}}. \tag{5}
\]
An important security parameter is the length of chain. The security of scheme is proportional to length of chain but may increase the computation. For better node capture resiliency, the length of chain should be chosen carefully. By increasing the key chain length, more computation is required but it improves resiliency. There is a trade-off between computation and resiliency similar to impact of processing on key chain.

6.5. Expenditure of Energy. We implement the scheme and measure expenditure of energy as shown in Figures 4–6. Due to survive on a battery life sensor nodes, key scheme must not use high energy and should utilize the energy effectively. In this scheme, energy consumption by calculating the average remaining energy in a sensor node and energy required for key establishment. In most schemes, a member node sends a message to head by using several hopes which consume more energy than a single hope.
transmission. In our scheme, some storage is used for storing the key, but to setup the key, only one message per node is required in most of the cases. If key is not setup by recursive formula, then some more energy is required in few of the case.

7. Conclusion

A key management scheme is a vital part of network security. To distribute and manage the key is very important in WSN. The proposed scheme may be extended for other networks
like IoT. In the paper, we presented a storage efficient dynamic key management technique (SSEKMS) for pairwise key distribution. These keys also support for secure cluster formation and secure connection with base station for each node. Additionally, SSEKMS supports key refreshment and key revoking in the network. SSEKMS has sequence-based key generation for refreshing the keys and used key predistribution with hash chain keys. With respect to other old schemes, our scheme is storage efficient and secure against node capture resiliency. It is also energy efficient compared to other schemes like LEAP, SKM, and SKWN. Unlike SHELL which is location-based and needs location information in advance, our scheme does not need any prior information and works for random distribution. This works in both the cases as pairwise key as well as groupwise key. In the future, we want to extend our scheme for heterogeneous systems and IoT security [39]. In the future, this technique can be extended to support modern networks, which could involve heterogeneous IoT networks [16]. Further use of artificial intelligence and optimization can be found in [36, 40–42].
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